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Assessment Criteria
Introduction is well written, brief,
interesting, and compelling. It
motivates the work and provides a
clear statement of the examined
issue. It presents and overview of

the thesis.

2.

3.

The thesis shows the autior's
appropriate knowledge of the
subject matter tlrough the
backgrounďreview of literature.
The author presents information
from a variety of quality electroníc
and print sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the
thesis or problem. Primary sources
are included (if appropriate).
The author carefully analyzed the
information collected and drew
appropriate and inventive
conclusions supported by evidence.

Ideas are richly supported with

accurate details that develop the
main point. The author's voice is
evident.

4.

5.

':'';t

The thesis displays critical thinking
and avoids simplistic description or
summary of information.

Conclusion effectively restates the

argument. It summarizes the main
findings and follows logically frorn
the analysis presentecl.
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Very good
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Very good
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Very deficient
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Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat
deficient

See Íinal comments

6.

The text i. o.guni'ď in a logi"ď
manner. It flows naturally and is
easy to follow. Transitions,

summaries and conclusions exist as
appropriate. The author uses
standard spelling, grammar, and

7.

The language us- i,

p."cis"Jh"

sfudent makes proÍicient use of
language in a way that is
appropriate for the discipline anďor
genre in which the student is

writing.

8.

The thesis m"ets-h" g".,e.ď
requirements (formatting, chapters,
length, division into sections,
"t".;.
References are cited properly within
the text and a complete reference
list is provided.
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Very good
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See the final comments
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estions

This undergraduate thesis deals with the lopic
especially by czech learners of English

yhilh

is generally viewed as very difficult,

because it deals with oie area of usage of
the articles - the
expression of the generic referenceThat is why I consider this topic very challenging
and apprecíate
the author's lvillingness to work on
it.
The work is traditionally divided into three,
resp. four main parts Introduction, Theoretical
background, Analysis
and Conclusions.

The Introduction into the issue is very good;
it is well balanced and provides a clear and
accurate view of the structure of the
work.
The Theoretical Background is designed
to provide relevant theoretical information and
aspects of the subject matter and a
solid uu'J ro..tť.actual analysis. In my opinion,
this part of the
work shows certain *1Ť'of simplism;
.,common
e.g. the definition

*ipr"'",ion of
nouns,, iS
insufficient as contrasted to "p.oper nou.r.lj
(p.2); though "'J
from the point of view of the
choice of a suitable determinér, 'tual
membership noun-s', "ss"nlia
(i.e. nouns that can be used in countable
or
uncountable meaning) are mentioned
very briefly - they wourd really deserve
more profound
The1, trr1 m11ti9n ár,n" .yp"' oi-un_i"l".
fu.a) is inaccurate and even
tr:i3:*:'"?:j^Ť''":ltt11'
misleading
since it does not

';;t.b čí;#;ffi[1T;:ffi;a

mention trre :iá, fully-fledjá
further irr the text)' other parts of the
iheoretical backgrorrnd (e.g. countabiliý, reference,
the scale of
determiners used with fngistr nouns
...) ;; treated quite well.
The chapter Analysis provides íhe description
of individual steps in the process of analyzing
individtral excerpts (morathaí 200).
The ,"uron.'*hf ,h";il;;;' aiyzed'the
excerpts from the point
of view of individrral nominal cateiories
ás wett as tňe relevance of the description
shorrld have been
explairred in more detail' I-quite ap"preciatethe
careful and eúaustive analysis of the excerpted
noun
phrases, which is in Ape'dix a, as
well as the graphr, *frl"n fotiJ*.
The clrapter Conclusion is far too orier.
natnár than conciusions drawn from the actual
analysis (worked out very carefully), it
reminds of a simple ,tui"Á"rrt of the results
of enumeration.
ere are occasional mjstakes;

the incorrect forming of the conditional

used..."

-

p. 7 "..if there would be an indefinite article

unsystematic, incorrect punctuation, e.g. p. 8 "He claims, that.. . "

From the formal point of view, the Abstract contains irrelevant details, which should have been
mentioned in other parts of the work. There is a mistake in marking individual parts of the chapter
Theoretical background - 2.2 Noun classes, 2.3 Dual membership rlouns and again 2.2 Definiteness,
which is further subdivided into 2.2.1Uniqueness... .The length of the work is pró;slematic, too. It
hardly meets the acquired number of text pages of an undergraduate thesis; neveríÍleless, the analysis
placed in Appendix A contains the author's own ideas, and so do the graphs, which should be counted
and thus enlarge the number of text pages.
On the whole, the work can hardly be considered a good piece of academic writing, but in my
inion, it can still be considered an
one. The suggested evaluation: "dobře''
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